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The contradictions of austerity: the socio-economic costs of the neoliberal Baltic model, edited by J. 

Sommers and C. Woolfson, Routledge,  2014, 182 pp., £95 (hardback), ISBN 9780415820035, £34.99 

(paperback), ISBN 9781138648852 

The literature praising the economic performance of the Baltic states is vast. They have received 

numerous accolades for their post-socialist transformation – fro  the IMF, Mood s, a d The 
Economist magazine, inter alia – for their solid progress  a d for the good a roe o o i  
poli ies  the  adopted i  re o eri g fro  the glo al fi a ial risis. Ha i g li ed a d orked for 
many years as an academic in Estonia, I often wondered whether the authors of these tributes ever 

left the hotel room. This highly topical and relevant book is not another acclamation of Baltic 

tra sitio , far fro  it. It a  ake u o forta le readi g for those ho regard the Balti s  post-

socialist transition a model to emulate. Based on empirical investigations, the authors conclude that 

there is o Balti  ira le  . ‘ather, the e peror has o lothes. The  offer a o prehe si e 
critique of the neoliberal trajectory that the Baltic administrations have been relentlessly pursuing 

over the past 25 years, and paint a bleak picture of the adverse social, demographic, and economic 

consequences of these policies. The hands-off economic management of successive Baltic 

governments has rendered these countries vulnerable to global economic fluctuations, leading to 

extraordinary contractions in 2008– . I  Jeffre  “o ers  ords, the for erl  fashio a le 
Balti  Tigers  of the pre-  risis ere i  fa t Paper Tigers,  ith e o o i  de elop e t poli ies 

that ere o ore tha  al he  prese ti g itself as e o o i s  . As a re ed  for the financial 

crisis, the Baltic administrations implemented austerity measures that were more severe than the 

recommendations of the IMF and the European Union, leading to impoverishment, 

disenfranchisement, and large-scale emigration. In the opening chapter, Sommers examines the 

paradox whereby the Latvian governing party secured electoral victories in 2010 and 2011 despite 

having imposed radical austerity measures. Its success at the polls was widely viewed by economists 

and the international financial institutions as proof of economic success and of popular consent. He 

argues that Lat ia s re o er  took pla e at sig ifi a t so ial a d de ographi  ost , jeopardisi g 
the er  sur i al of the ou tr  p. . This parado , a d the go er e t s re-election, is explained 

with reference to nationalism and the ethnic divide between ethnic Russians and Latvians as the 

decisive factors. In the following chapter, Michael Hudson contrasts post-socialist optimism and the 

central goal of 1991 – closing the living standards gap with Western Europe – ith toda s 
depressing reality. He examines two and a half decades of neoliberalism in Latvia that has left the 

once debt-free economy highly indebted, uncompetitive, and underdeveloped. Erik Reinert and 

Rainer Kattel offer an in-depth o parati e a al sis of the EU s “outher  e large e t i  the s 
(Spain, Portugal, and Greece) and its Eastern enlargement in 2004. Whereas the Southern countries 

underwent a gradual, symmetrical integration, the economies of Central and Eastern Europe were 

integrated into the EU almost overnight, along neoliberal lines. They point out the asymmetrical 

nature of their integration, which essentially turned Baltic industrial producers into the European 

equivalent of the Mexican maquiladoras. They harshly criticize the Balti  go er e ts  de isio  o  
internal devaluation, which saved financial  institutions but severely damaged the real economy, 

with devastating socio-economic consequences. In their chapter, Arunas Juska and Charles Woolfson 

discuss the neoliberal paradigm of self-regulation in view of the tragic collapse of the Maxima 

supermarket in Riga, and they provide valuable insights into the Lithuanian labour market. Their 

a al sis of the pri ar  la our arket, do i ated  the EU-fi a ed o e klatura,  a d of the 
e erge e of a  austeriat  i  the se o dar  la our arket, re eals a e tral aspe t of Lithua ia s 



neoliberalization. In a related way, Markku Sippola draws attention to the atomization of Estonian 

society in his discussion of current developments in the Estonian labour market, which utilizes 

Hirs h a s theor  of e it, oi e a d lo alt  as a frame. The central theme of the book echoes Karl 

Pola i s predi tio : To allo  the arket e ha is  to e sole dire tor of the fate of hu a  
ei gs a d their atural e iro e t, i deed, ould result i  the de olitio  of so iet .  B  offeri g 

sobering evidence of the dire consequences of neoliberalism in the Baltic region, this timely and 

highly recommended book prompts a rethinking of the neoliberal trajectory and calls for the re-

evaluation and redesign of the European Union project. 
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